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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Daria MazeyWelcome Public to the meeting.  Bienvenidos, gracias por venir. Thank you for coming! I’d like to ask you to please raise your hand if you remember the last flood on the Guadalupe River? Why are we here today in the middle of a drought to discuss flood risk? Because these large >$100 million projects take a long time to plan, design, and construct. We want to get ahead of the potential future disaster. We are meeting with you to ensure the community being served by the project has a chance to be involved every step of the way.



AGENDA

• Opening Remarks

• Background and Project History

• Problems and Opportunities

• Alternative Plans

• Evaluation and Comparisons

• Next Steps

• Questions and Answers / Comments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is our agenda for today.   We already had some great opening remarks from Valley Water. I’m Daria Mazey and I’m the lead planner on this effort. I’m joined in this presentation by my teammates, Jeneya Fertel and Anne Baker who are our co-environmental leads, Grace Wieland, our lead economist, and Ruzel Ednalino, our cultural resources specialist, and Sarafina Maraschino, our tribal liaison. Here to support the meeting and help answer questions, I’d also like to introduce our project manager, Michael Mercado, and our engineering technical lead, Fanny Chan, if you could please stand up and raise your hands. Thank you. We are very happy to with you tonight to provide an overview of the study and proposed plan, and next steps. After the presentation we'll have an open mic for oral comments and questions. The study team will stay after the open mic in case anyone wants to discuss anything further one on one. We have comment cards you can fill out with your feedback and questions available when you came in. If you did not get one, please raise your hand and we will come around and give you one. You can hand them to any of us or email/mail comments after the meeting as well.



TRIBAL LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT

W e  e n c o u r a g e  e v e r y o n e  t o  v i s i t  t h e  w e b s i t e  b e l o w  t o  
l e a r n  m o r e  a b o u t  t h e  i n d i g e n o u s  t e r r i t o r i e s  t h a t  t h e y  a r e  
c u r r e n t l y  o c c u p y i n g :  h t t p s : / / n a t i v e - l a n d . c a /

"USACE acknowledges that the study takes place on the 
unceded ancestral lands of the Indigenous Tamien-speaking 
people, who are still connected to their homeland of the 
Santa Clara Valley and the Upper Guadalupe River today.

We pay our respects by acknowledging Bay Area 
tribes continue to have a vibrant language, culture, and 
relationship with the lands and waters of the Upper 
Guadalupe: one of deep respect, agreement, and reciprocity.

We honor the ancestral grounds that we occupy and are 
committed to meaningful partnerships with tribes. By doing 
so, we can redress the legacy of colonialism and include tribal 
perspectives while planning the future of the Upper 
Guadalupe River."

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Sarafina Maraschino1. Land Acknowledgements are relatively 'new' to federal agencies. We hope that this represents a step in the right direction.2. This is an iterative process for our agency and functionally represents the 'least' that we can do. We are trying to do better and back up our words with action and look to the tribes to assist and check our process.3. We don't intend to make this an educational California tribal history as there is so much to unpack.4. Tribal culture, religion, government, and land-use are fundamentally intertwined.5. The difficult, dramatic, and traumatic history in no way severs the tribes' connection to the land.6. Mention native-land.ca and how participants online can learn about the indigenous territories they occupy.

https://native-land.ca/


HOW DID WE GET HERE?

• Risk of flooding in Upper Guadalupe 
River, Ross Creek and Canoas Creek

• Completed study and initiated Project

• Plantings to improve river conditions 
for fish

• Final design determinations

• Project cost and how we’re 
moving forward

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is a current risk of flooding from the Upper Guadalupe River and Ross and Canoas Creeks that this project is aiming to address. The US Army Corps of Engineers and Valley Water completed a study and initiated a project previously for this. Plantings were done to improve river conditions for fish. This study is updating the design recommendation from what was previously proposed to a new design that we’ll talk about today which saves money and provides additional benefits, based on our updated analysis.



PROJECTED TIMELINE

*Estimated timeline subject to change based on conditions permitting.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are about halfway through a roughly four-year general reevaluation study which relooked at all of the analysis and assumptions for this project. We’ve identified a new preferred plan and are currently undergoing review by the public, agencies, and a Corps technical and policy/legal reviews. Once we receive comments we will respond and incorporate any needed changes, refine the design and seek Congressional authorization of the new plan. The design process is projected to begin in 2025 and last two years, and the first construction element is expected to begin in 2026 with construction lasting seven years.



PROJECT LOCATION

• Upper Guadalupe River is divided into 7 reaches.
• 3 reaches have been completed.

• Current project focuses on reaches 7 & 8 as well as 
Canoas and Ross Creeks.

• Reaches 7 & 8 are located from Willow Street to 
Willow Glen Way in San José.

Reaches 7 & 8

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The study area is in San José and the Guadalupe River discharges into San Francisco Bay 20 miles north of its origin in the Santa Cruz mountains. The river provides impaired but significant habitat for steelhead who are threatened for extinction, since there is a regional scarcity of critical habitat. Upper Guadalupe River planning area is divided into 7 reaches on the mainstem of the river, plus Ross Creek and Canoas Creek.3 reaches have been completed.Current project focuses on reaches 7 & 8 as well as Canoas and Ross Creeks. The conditions in these reaches are what can cause flooding because they are constrained and too small to contain larger flows.Reaches 7 & 8 are located from Willow Street, or Caltrain crossing, to Willow Glen Way in San José. Today we are in reach 9 on the right bank between the river and highway 87Additional info:The Downtown Guadalupe River Project for flood risk management and recreation is located immediately downstream of the Upper Guadalupe River Project area, was completed in 2005 by the Sacramento District of the Corps, in partnership with Valley Water, as well as the City of San José and the San José Redevelopment Agency. This constructed project downtown manages risk against the 1% annual chance exceedance event.  South of the constructed downtown Guadalupe River Project is another constructed project, which is Reach 6 of the Upper Guadalupe project. This was completed by Valley Water in 2012 and provides flood risk management and recreation, with a floodplain design that was coordinated with resource agencies.



PROJECT LOCATION
Canoas and Ross Creeks, which flow into Guadalupe River

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Canoas Creek and Ross Creek are also the focus of attention because these former agricultural ditches flood rather frequently, and go through densely populated neighborhoods.



REFORMULATION STUDY AND 
GENERAL REEVALUATION

• Primary purpose is 
flood risk 
management

• Recreation features to 
be added next

• General Reevaluation 
Study to re-analyze 
benefits of:
Ø Alternatives to 

manage flood risk
Ø Environmental 

quality
Ø Social impacts

1995 Flooding in Downtown San José area.

Highway 87Willow Street railroad underpass

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The primary purpose of this effort is to address and manage the risk of flooding. Recreation features like trails are going to be evaluated next for inclusion. The general reevaluation study has reanalyzed the benefits of the alternatives we considered to manage flood risk, and looked comprehensively at other benefits the project could provide such as environmental quality and other social benefits.



EXISTING 
FLOOD HAZARD

• Estimated flooding for the probability 
of a 1% annual chance event

• Flood modeling shows: 
ØFlows may spill over the banks of 

Guadalupe River, Reaches 7-8, Canoas 
Creek and Ross Creek, where they flow 
into Guadalupe River
ØFlood depths range 
§ From 0-3 feet, shown in light blue
§ Up to 30 feet, shown in dark blue

This map is for display reference only.

Reach 12

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Floodwaters break out of the channel at several breakout points on both sides of the channel, as well as the Ross and Canoas Creek confluences. River reaches 7 and 8 and the Willow Street and Alma Street bridges in Reach 7 have the least capacity of all the reaches. USACE analysis indicates that floodwaters would flow along the floodplain downstream which in this graphic is from the bottom up, flowing north based on the grades/elevations of the topography.



Flood risk will 
remain for 
people living 
near the river.

Steelhead fish 
populations may 
continue to decline due 
to poor river conditions.

Recreation 
opportunities along 
the river would be 
from local 
municipalities.

IMPACTS of NO PROJECT

River banks will 
continue to erode 
and may not be safe 
to walk along 
sections of the river.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In beginning to analyze the benefits that a project could bring to this community, we first ask, what will happen without a project? There are many benefits from a potential project beyond economic ones, so we also ask ourselves what social, environmental, and other impacts are likely to occur in the future without a project? Without a project on the Upper Guadalupe River, the floodplain and flood risk/damages are expected to remain in the future, and could potentially get worse with climate change. Ecological degradation is likely to continue due to the constricted channel with high velocities, erosion, and incision. Recreation may experience minor improvements in the future without a project. 



IMPACTS of NO PROJECT
Detail Detail

Key map

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In order to assess economic benefits, we look at a number of factors. In a densely developed area like this one with so many homes and commercial structures, we model likely economic damages from flooding. These maps are geographic visual representations of what flood damages we can reasonably expect in the future without a project. The economic analysis includes a probabalistic flood model of likely flooding over a 50-year period of analysis. We took into account the number, location, and elevation of structures likely to be damaged, looking at their foundation heights, elevation, and type of structure to get a realistic sense of what the economic damages from flooding might be. We looked at the damages to cars parked on flooded streets as well. The areas in red show the highest concentration of projected future flood damages in the $500 million or more category, followed by orange which has between $200 and $500 million in future flood damages without a project. Yellow areas are between $20 and 200 million, with the green representing between $1-20 million. These numbers are used to evaluate the economic cost of doing nothing, as well as the economic benefits of avoiding these damages. The floodplain and flood risk/damages are expected to remain comparable in the future without a project. 



OVERALL REVIEW

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide depicts the framework we used to begin thinking about this project when we began the general reevaluation. We asked, what are our objectives in undertaking this work? What problems are we trying to solve and what opportunities can we take advantage of? What constrains our actions and what do we need to consider in planning this project?We want to reduce flood risk and the risk to lives from flooding, first and foremost. Our objective here today, and in all of our public outreach is to obtain community feedback on the proposed projects. We are working in a stream that has threatened steelhead fish who are protected by the Endangered Species Act, and we can't and don't want to do anything that would jeopardize their continued existence. When we looked at that a different way, we thought that this system does provide an opportunity to provide environmental benefits if we're able to design the project in a way that enhances or improves habitat WHILE reducing flood damages. Furthermore, we want to increase the recreational opportunities in the river corridor. This natural area in the middle of a big city is a beautiful and calming place to walk, IF you have safe access. Our project has the potential to provide an amenity to the community beyond reducing the risk of flooding. We know there are a lot of encampments along the river with people living in it and this can pose it's own safety and debris challenges. So this is something we are also closely considering as we design and evaluate this project. Another key thing we considered in our plan formulation, is how we could design a project in this incised and eroded system that wouldn't make the bank stability issues worse, and that may even stabilize the system, so there is less erosion, and a less costly maintenance once the project is in place.Recreation would partner with CSJ or the County.



FLOOD PROTECTION STRUCTURES

Floodwall Crib wall

Bypass:

• Less improvements for fish 
and wildlife

• Less space for recreation 
improvements

• Fixed height and location

• Floodwalls
• Levees
• Crib walls
• Bypass channels
• Detention ponds

• Lowered flood risk
• Takes less spaceOPTIONS BENEFITS IMPACTS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The team looked at a variety of measures to reduce flood risk. The more traditional flood protection examples that we show here, floodwalls, crib walls, and bypasses, can be effective in a small footprint but can also be very environmentally impactful. They also can be harder to combine with recreation features like trails, but this varies depending on the situation. Generally, if you have high flood risk and not a lot of space to work with, these measures will often be the recommended approach.



Bank setback and floodplain 
bench:
Willows are staked at base of 
failure, root wads from fallen 
trees are anchored to bed, 
vegetation is planted on 
banks.

Revegetation, and habitat 
complexity: 
Bank is revegetated, riparian 
trees are mature, channel is 
widened and complex.

NATURAL AND NATURE-BASED FEATURES
OPTIONS
• Bank setbacks
• Floodplain benches
• Floodplain reconnection
• Replanting vegetation along stream bank

BENEFITS
• Improved fish habitat
• Slower flowing water
• Long term health of vegetation near river
• Improved access to river

IMPACTS
• Short term loss of vegetation near river
• Takes more space
• Can cost more

Current Condition:
Concrete rubble (bank 
protection) in channel, steep 
banks.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The team also looked at a more nature-based approach to flood risk management where possible. Potential ways to do this include bank setbacks, floodplain benches and using vegetation for erosion control. These have a lot of benefits to improve habitat, slow down the flow of water, and improve public access to the river, but can take up more space.



NON-STRUCTURAL MEASURES
OPTIONS
• Flood warning systems

Ø Emergency preparedness plans
Ø Evacuation plans
Ø Risk communication

• Retrofits to buildings
Ø Flood proofing
Ø Elevating

• Land use
Ø Zoning
Ø Buyouts/acquisition

BENEFITS
• Less maintenance
• Resilient/adaptable to changing conditions
• Less risk of flooding after project completed

IMPACTS
• Change the neighborhood and to buildings
• Change to community fabric
• Cost to local partners, property owners

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The team also looked at what the Army Corps calls non-structural measures, which can be confusing because they can still involve building things. Generally, they involve moving the people from away from the water, as opposed to keeping the water away. A few examples of these are flood warning systems, floodproofing buildings or elevating structures so they don't get damaged in a flood, and changes to zoning. These can be very expensive, and were not found to be as cost effective on this study as the other alternatives that we looked at. Now I’ll pass it back to Daria to give an overview of what we landed on for our proposed plan.



OVERVIEW OF THE TENTATIVELY SELECTED PLAN (PLAN)
Estimated total project cost:
$152.8 million

All 11 critical infrastructure locations 
no longer at risk. Reduces risk to life 
safety very well.

Average annual benefits to the national 
economy from damages avoided:
$21.6 million

Increases riparian habitat significantly 
by 30 habitat units, plus increases in 
aquatic rearing and spawning habitat.

Creates 555 jobs with $59 million in 
gross regional product

Serves environmental justice very well.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Previously authorized plan is estimated to cost $510.8 million and only has a benefit to cost ratio of 1.0. This plan has a benefit to cost ratio of 3.3. Critical infrastructure in this case refers to things like schools and fire stations. Riparian habitat, or river habitat. Reaches 7 & 8 are located from Willow Street / Caltrain tracks to Willow Glen Way Ross Creek comes into the river from Cambrian neighborhood near Branham High School. Canoas Creek comes in from near Gunderson High School



DETAILS OF PLAN WITHIN REACH 7

EARTHWORK TO PROTECT 
EXISTING TREES, TYP

CHANNEL WIDENING ON 
RIGHT BANK THROUGHOUT 
REACHES

FLOODPLAIN BENCH AND 
PLANTING THROUGHOUT

GRAVEL AUGMENTATION
BIOENGINEERED 
BANK STABILIZATION

RIP RAP

PROPOSED BRIDGE FOR 
CALTRAIN AND UPRR TRACKS

MAINTENANCE ROAD

RAMP



DETAILS OF PLAN WITHIN REACH 8



PROFILE VIEW OF THE PLAN WITHIN REACHES 7 AND 8

21



DETAILS OF THE PLAN WITHIN ROSS CREEK REACH



FLOODPLAIN COMPARISON
Existing 

Conditions
Proposed 
Plan

We are here.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide is a floodplain comparison with the existing condition we modeled for a rainfall/flood event that has a 1% change of occurring in any given year. On the right is how this same area would look with the same flood event if the proposed plan were in place. As you can see, it’s a very effective project, which would remove 95% of the flood damages you see on the left. During the next phase of design, we will work to refine the design and see if we can make it even more beneficial with refinements to the plan.



Water equity occurs when 
all communities…

…are resilient in the face of floods;
have a role in decision-making processes related to water 

management in their communities; and,
share in the economic, social, and environmental 

benefits of water systems.

- U.S. Water Alliance (shortened)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In order to serve environmental justice, our teams evaluate the equity of projects. What is equity context of flood resilience?Water equity is something that occur when all communities:�Are resilient in the face of floods Have a role in decision-making processes related to water management in their communities; And share in the economic, social, and environmental benefits of water systems.They Army Corps must not only to consider disproportionate exposure and impacts, but also equitable distribution of benefits to look at who is benefiting from our programs and who is being left behind, in order to ensure that federal projects are equitable in the services and benefits we provide.Our public engagement is also aimed at increasing participation of those most affected in decision making. The proposed plan here in this community is very beneficial to historically disadvantaged groups in the project area, with over 99% of the people whose risk would be greatly reduced coming from parts of the community that are socially vulnerable. 



LIFE SAFETY

Map of risk to life during a flood if no project was implemented.

Pedestrians caught in flood water

Housing damaged by flood water

Vehicles caught in flood water

Areas of concern: flooding impact areas 
2, 3, 6, 7, and 8

Objective is to reduce risk to life loss. Communicating risk 
is part of managing flood risk, so that people at risk know 
to evacuate during a flood. Do not attempt to drive 
through flooded underpasses and streets.

We are 
here.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our objective is to protect human life during a flood. We must all work together towards this objective, because we all have a part to play in safeguarding lives from floods.Our team did a life safety analysis to identify areas with risk to life during a flood, and we categorized that risk from low to high based on how shallow, deep, and fast moving flood waters were likely to be. We found that in a major flooding event there are areas of the study area that have flood conditions that are associated with risk to life loss. A central objective of the project is to reduce risk to loss of life. In addition to reducing the chance that flooding will occur, we also need to be aware of risks and responsive should evacuation notices go out, or safe evacuation routes be marked. Our study team found that the major areas of concern in the study area are flooding impact areas 2,3,6,7,8 in the existing condition without a project in place.



There is a large population of unhoused people 
living in encampments in and along the channel 
where flood flows move fast and water is deep.

Existing Conditions, Flood Hazard, and 
Encampments

• 10 encampments in high life loss risk area.
• 134 people at risk.
• High number of encampments within the 

San José area, makes it difficult for 
emergency responders to get to them all.

LIFE SAFETY

We are 
here.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are a number of unhoused encampments in and around of channel of river where there is deep, fast moving flood waters. In a major flooding event there would be roughly 134 people located in the known encampments that would experience high risk flood conditions. There is currently no good way to warn all the people in these vulnerable areas. As part of this project, we have proposed to work with local agencies, who are here tonight, and have been meeting with us, to come up with effective early warning systems, ways to communicate risk, and evacuation plans for flood events.



TRIBAL AND CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS
• USACE and Valley Water have completed 

literature research on recorded cultural and 
historic resources within the project area.

• Cultural resources include Native American 
cultural sites or historic buildings and structures 
along the Upper Guadalupe River.

• The team is also coordinating with Bay Area 
Native American tribes identified through 
the Native American Heritage Commission.

Fernando Marti, On Indigenous Land, 2018. Image courtesy of Sogorea Te’ Land Trust.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Study needs to consider impacts to cultural resources.•	Cultural resources can be understood as places where past human activity has occurred / have historic significance.•	Important for cultures, communities, and researchers. This is why we need to avoid impacts or find ways to preserve them.•	Literature and archival research – reviewing reports/surveys to understand what experts and tribes recorded.•	Native American sites below surface and within natural environment.•	Built-environment -> structures such as historic railroad bridges, historic buildings that’re at least 50 y/o•	Lit and archival research determined no recorded cultural resources are within the footprint of the Combo Plan.•	Area is culturally sensitive – need for tribal and archaeological monitors to be present.



TRIBAL AND CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS
• The following Bay Area Native American tribes have 

responded to USACE's request to consult:
Ø Tamien Nation
Ø The Ohlone Indian Tribe
Ø Indian Canyon Mutsun Band of Costanoan
Ø The Confederated Villages of Lisjan

• USACE have invited the following Bay Area 
Native American tribes to consult but have not 
received a response:

Ø The Amah Mutsun Tribal Band
Ø Amah Mutsun Tribal Band of Mission San Juan Bautista
Ø Muwekma Ohlone Indian Tribe of the San Francisco 

Bay Area
Ø North Valley Yokuts Tribe
Ø Wuksache Indian Tribe/Eshom Valley Band

Fernando Marti, On Indigenous Land, 2018. Image courtesy of Sogorea Te’ Land Trust.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Coordination with 9 affiliated tribes through the NAHC.•	NAHC maintains list for Upper Guadalupe tribes.•	The Tamien Nation and the Ohlone Indian Tribe – these two tribes expressed interest in the study •	Indian Canyon Mutsun Band of Costanoan and the Confederated Villages of Lisjan – two tribes default to Tamien Nation•	The five tribes at the bottom of the slide were also invited to consult but we have not received a response yet•	As the study progresses -> continue consulting with tribes •	Ensure involvement in planning and protection of Upper Guad



ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Ecological Environment

Threatened and Endangered 
Species

Vegetation

Water Quality

Wildlife
Existing vegetation in Reach 7 
of the Upper Guadalupe River

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Study needs to consider environmental issues on the riverNEPA document evaluates a number of environmental considerations including those listed hereGuadalupe River is a key indicator for threatened steelhead recovery in the SF BayVegetation is degraded in a lot of reaches and heavy with nonnative speciesDegraded water quality results from both the vegetation conditions and ambient mercury from historic upstream miningProposed project provides the opportunity to improve these conditions



ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

• Guadalupe River is critical for steelhead 
fish recovery in San Francisco Bay

• Shade from vegetative cover is limited 
and dominated by non-native 
vegetation, which increases the value of 
the existing vegetation due to scarcity.

• Vegetative cover regulates water 
temperature and provides food for
fish species.

• Any vegetation loss must be replaced as 
part of project implementation

Steelhead Trout
Photo Credit: National Marine Fisheries Service

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Proposed project significantly reduces the potential impacts of the previous planChannel widening in reaches 7 and 8 provides multipurpose benefits that both improve flood conditions while providing incidental restoration benefits



RECREATION
Potential Trail Additions:

Trails on 
maintenance roads

Improve 
connectivity to other 
trails and bikeways

Provide loops for 
community members

Observation/access 
points to the river

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Project also gives the opportunity for recreation features to be incorporated 



RECREATION
Guadalupe River Trail will connect trail users to the corridors natural setting.

Opportunities for passive use and enjoyment will be incorporated into the trail elements along Guadalupe River. 

Current passive space located 
between Virginia St. and Willow Ave.

Opportunities to work with the City of San José to work on rails to trails conversion.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Working with City to incorporate trails that contribute to their Guadalupe Trail Master PlanTrails provide these benefitsAlso opportunity for interpretive signage, educational features



PROJECTED TIMELINE & NEXT STEPS

*Estimated timeline subject to change based on conditions permitting.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Items in bold should be called out as key engagement points in the studyLeave 6 Aug date, add 8 Dec for this meeting, and 16 Dec for close of comment periodWe are halfway through a roughly 4-year study. We held a public scoping meeting in the summer of 2021, and a public engagement meeting in August of 2022. We are now in the public comment period on our draft report, which lays out our preferred plan. Once we receive all the comments on the draft, input and comments on the plan will be incorporated, as appropriate. We will refine our design to finalize our recommendation and seek Congressional authorization on the new plan. Pending approval and funding from Congress, we aim to begin Design in 2025, which will last 2 years. The first construction element is expected to begin in 2026 with construction lasting 7 years.



COMMENT PERIOD OPEN - DRAFT REPORT

The Draft General Reevaluation Report / Supplemental Environmental Assessment 
is available at: https://www.spn.usace.army.mil/Missions/Projects-and-
Programs/Current-Projects/Upper-Guadalupe-River/

It summarizes the reformulation process, the evaluation and comparison of 
alternative plans, and the selection and benefits of the Tentatively Selected Plan.

Written comments may be mailed to UpperGuadalupe@usace.army.mil or mailed 
to: Mr. Jeneya Fertel, 450 Golden Gate Ave, 4th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94102. 

The comment period is scheduled to end on Friday, Dec. 16, 2022.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The draft report is available at the link here for download and hard copies are available at public libraries in the area. The report summarizes the reformulation process, the evaluation and comparison of alternative plans, and the selection and benefits of the proposed plan. Written comments may be mailed or emailed to these addresses. Positive comments are also welcome and can be used to show public support for the project to our decision makers. The comment period is scheduled to end on December 16th. 

https://www.spn.usace.army.mil/Missions/Projects-and-Programs/Current-Projects/Upper-Guadalupe-River/


COMMENTS RECEIVED AT LAST MEETING IN AUGUST

USACE and Valley Water staff met with the community on August 6, 2022 at the 
Alma Community Center and on Facebook Live

Q: Who is responsible for encampment-generated trash and debris?
A: Encampment trash and debris are the responsibility of the 
landowner.  Valley Water may not be the landowner of all areas along 
the creeks.

Q: What is the policy on fallen trees?
A: Fallen trees are also a landowner responsibility and may be 
considered habitat for salmonids based on creek location and size. In 
cases where Valley Water is not the landowner but has easement and 
fallen tree may be obstructing flows within a flood protection project 
than Valley Water may choose to take action.

Q: Is there a concern about groundwater contamination?
A: Groundwater contamination from this project is considered to be
extremely unlikely, because all known contamination sites are well 
outside the project grading footprint.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A community engagement meeting was held in-person on Saturday, 6 August 2022 at the Alma Community Center. As part of the outreach for this engagement, Valley Water mailed postcards to approximately 20,000 community members and distributed them to local organizations, Nextdoor posts and reminders were sent, which received 6,401 impressions, and a Facebook Live event was created and boosted. Extensive outreach was conducted to advertise this meeting which included door-knocking, flyering, email blasts, website postings, and social media posts. The meeting was streamed on Facebook Live.�This slide summarizes some of the comments received and the team’s responses.Background:  Of the more than 800 miles of creek in Santa Clara County, Valley Water has responsibility over about 275 miles.  The remaining miles are the responsibility of various public agencies (e.g., cities, county, State, etc.) and private property owners.�



COMMENTS RECEIVED AT LAST MEETING IN AUGUST

Q: Which local tribes are you consulting with?
A: Nine tribes were invited to consult and Tamien Nation, the Ohlone Indian Tribe, Indian 
Canyon Mutsun Band of Costanoan, and the Confederated Villages of Lisjan are consulting.

Q: Would like to see recreation trail on Ross Creek.
A: The study team will investigate and evaluate this option as part of our recreation design 
to see if it is feasible and justified.

Q: Where is CalTrain? Concerns about safety with CalTrain.
A: Valley Water passed the concern to CalTrain and we have invited them to this meeting 
and will continue to coordinate with CalTrain on improvements for flood risk management 
at their bridge.



QUESTIONS & ANSWERS / COMMENTS

E-mail UpperGuadalupe@usace.army.mil
Visit https://delivr.com/2zhgu

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mention Zoom is being monitored if anyone has questions/comments there. 

mailto:UpperGuadalupe@usace.army.mil
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